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ُ
 is a newly established Online Art Gallery in Pakistan. We (OEAG) ا

are headquartered in Islamabad, the capital. Pakistan is one of the key center-point of the 

Great Indus, Mohenjo-Daro, and Harappa civilizations; therefore, unmatchable history and 

diversity of culture, art, traditions and knowledge may be observed in this land. 

 

The idea behind the launching of OEAG project is to introduce the art culture of one 

continent to other. We are inspired by the world around us and we believe that every 

human on the earth has full right over nature, beauty, and its different disciplines and 

shades; and we want to disseminate and broadcast these disciplines to every humankind on 

the earth from Islamabad to Washington DC to Celtic Tribes of Europe to Nok, Bambuti, 

Berbers of Africa to Oceania and to igloos of Antarctica. OEAG doesn’t believe to restrict the 

art within the boundaries. Like nature, there are no boundaries of art. As it is said, art is a 

universal language. In retrospect, it speaks to all people and can evoke emotions, ideas, and 

thoughts.   

 

Though we have recently launched our gallery online on different Media of web but the 

people working with the gallery has rich experience of over 30 years in this field. OEAG has 

started its operations with its 5-member team, who all have rich knowledge and experience 

of the art of different continents. We are further hiring people for our team and searching 

for serious clients, day in and day out, and very positive towards building a strong edifice of 

true lovers of art. 

 

At the moment, OEAG has a wonderful and big collection of paintings almost in all Medias 

including mixed media and calligraphies of eminent artists of Pakistan and the other world. 

We are working with the government, corporate sector, educational institutions, interior 

decorators, art galleries and individual art lovers. 

 



As it is already mentioned that OEAG wants to work and promote all disciplines and shades 

of the world arts, so we welcome any kind of art from any part of the world of any serious 

and passionate artist. 

 

Our other services include: 

- Customized requests of clients; painting/ calligraphy of a large list of artist in the world 

with any media 

- Customized printing of art based calendars, diaries, souvenirs, gifts for corporate 

professionals, different industries, public offices, etc. 

- Decoration of houses, offices and public places with great art work of a large list of artist 

in Pakistan (this offer is only valid for Pakistan) 

- Free gifts and lucrative discounted offers for our regular clients 

- Free delivery anywhere in Pakistan while charges apply for international destinations 

 

Lastly, OEAG is very promising and has resources to provide its professional facilities/ services 

to its clients anywhere in the world with best available access practices. We ensure you that 

OEAG will never disappoint you in this regard. 

 

(+61426068484) WhatsApp 

https://www.FACEBOOK.com/OrientalEmpyrean 

https://www.INSTAGRAM.com/orientalempyrean/ 

https://www.facebook.com/OrientalEmpyrean
https://www.instagram.com/orientalempyrean/

